The school was a proud winner at the Inter Amity Sports Competition. The Prize distribution ceremony held on 28th March 2014 at Amity Noida, saw the participation of 160 children. The school won 170 medals and also secured First Position in the Senior Wing and Second Position in the Junior Wing. The School was awarded the overall Second position in the Inter Amity Sports Competition. The school participated in ten games and won the Senior Sports Flag and also received Sub Junior Trophy for Skating. The students were inspired and blessed by our Honourable Chairperson Dr. Amita Chauhan.
The Chronicler—AIS 46 twitters...

**Space Club**

A workshop on Safe solar Observation was conducted by The Space Astronomy Club in the school premises on March 22, 2014 in the afternoon. Students of classes 6 & 7 of the Space Astronomy Club participated in the event. They learnt about the Sun, its temperature, effects of its radiations and other scientific facts about it. They learnt how to view the black spots on the Sun and the solar eclipse. They were made to get an image of the Sun by a telescope. They made their own Pin Hole Projector and viewed the Sun with its help. They were taught how to obtain the image of an illuminated object through it. Students viewed the Sun using a **reflector telescope** and saw black spots on the surface of the Sun through it.

**Display of Heritage on Result Days**

The theme of Heritage for the session 2013-14 was related to three states – Maharashtra, Uttar Pradesh and Kerala. Students of all the classes from Class II-Class XI were engaged into various activities to learn and explore about the said states. Throughout the session they were involved in different activities like collage making, mask making, rangoli making etc. to give them hands on experience. Projects were given to the students such as brochure, calendar, models etc. Exhibitions were held on PTM’s and Annual Day.

At the end of the session, an exhibition to celebrate the rich Heritage of the three states was organised in the school premises. It was a showcase through rangoli, models, artifacts, brochures etc. The aim was to recall and reinforce the cultural heritage of India amongst the students. It was a visual treat for the parents.

**Amiown Annual Day**

Amiown Gurgaon immortalized the journey of transformation of little caterpillars into beautiful butterflies by organizing a splendid graduation ceremony of little Amies. The proceedings of the day that revolved around the theme “A journey around the Amiown Kahani Tree” showcased the achievements of the young Amies.

The students of Pre-nursery and nursery danced with style and elegance, while their fine oratory skills came to fore during the skit, which won the appreciation and applause of one and all. It was a joy to see children sing “Rockin Around TheKahani Tree” a song dedicated to Dr. Ashok K Chauhan, Founder President, Amity University, Dr. (Mrs) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson, Amity group of schools and Ms. Sapna Chauhan Vice Chairperson, Amiown.

The children through this rendition expressed their gratitude to them for giving them a platform to learn and grow. The day culminated with rendition, of a special song “Hall of fame”. It was indeed a memorable day.

At the onset of the new session (2014-15) the students did Hawan. They took blessings of Almighty to have a fruitful year ahead.
An Orientation Programme for Grade V parents was conducted at Multipurpose Hall on 28th March 2014. The parents were welcomed with the customary tilak. The beginning of the Programme was marked by lighting of the lamp by Principal Ms. Arti Chopra and the parents amidst Shloka Chanting. The Principal enlightened the parents on the Art of Parenting and urged all parents to be very involved, polite yet firm with their children. The Vice Principal familiarized the parents with the norms, rules and regulations of the School and introduced Grade V Class Teachers.

Soon after, the Co-ordinator (III – V), Ms. Anupama Mehra, explained the new examination system. The parents were apprised on Unit Test days, Term exams, Internal Marks and the Cumulative Marks Calculation.

Induction Program for new parents

Amity International School, Sec 46, Gurgaon organized an Induction Programme for new parents and children on 21st March 2014. The aim of the event was to welcome the new parents to the Amity family and to give them an overview of the School’s culture, vision, mission and achievements.

The programme commenced at 9.00 am, wherein the parents were welcomed with Tilak, this reflected Amity’s primary belief and trust in Indian traditions and values. Soon after, the event was initiated by extending warm welcome to the parents and informing them about uniform availability, walker children and parent log in details. While the parents were settling in, the new students were taken to their respective new classes by set of teachers, specifically stationed at the venue to guide the children along.

This was followed by a welcome and inaugural speech given by the Respected Principal Ms. Arti Chopra, who talked about primarily the following:

- Synchro Study System;
- Commerce and Humanities integrated program;
- FA- Five years integrated program (begins from grade 6th);
- Anubhav Program – Workshops in school by external experts;
- Multiple Intelligence Week;
- Reading Mahotsav;
- Amity Libraries and Amitranet.

Staff meeting and workshop on motivation

In order to revive and motivate the teachers in the beginning of the session 2014-15 the Principal Ms Arti Chopra motivated the teachers through an interactive session which was very encouraging.

Student of the year Award

Satyajyoti Nanda of Class XII is awarded as the Student of the year by TheTimes of India
The students of classes IX & X attended the 5 day annual ACC Camp at Manesar Campus with the spirit of comradeship and humility. The students, as cadets, bonded over the shared camp life and a sense of achievement. Many thrilling and adventurous activities such as paragliding, rock climbing, marching were conducted in a spirit of wonderful teamwork.

On the culmination of the event the Kasam Parade was held with the young cadets taking an oath of duty, devotion & discipline for their motherland in the school grounds on 31st March in front of proud parents.

The ceremonial salute was taken by the Principal, Ms Arti Chopra, who also motivated the students to lead a disciplined life and quoted shlokas from Mahabharata to emphasis the need for sense of duty, devotion and discipline.

Orientation for Class VI

Orientation Programme for the parents at Amity Sec- 46, Gurgaon

“A parent is a teacher at home and a teacher is a parent in school and the child is the centre of our universe.”

Keeping this in mind and to familiarize the parents, “as partners in progress” with the curriculum, rules and regulations of the school, teaching methodologies and the co-scholastic activities, an Orientation Programme was organized for the parents at Amity International school, Sector 46, Gurgaon. In her address to the gathering, the School Principal, Ms. Arti Chopra, laid stress on effective communication between the teachers & the parents and also sought their support and suggestions for the overall development of the child.

The parents were briefed about the rules and regulations of the school and were also given an overview of all the scholastic subjects. The information given on co-scholastic activities gave them an assurance that the curriculum involves self-directed, hands-on learning activities which would ensure the all round development of the child and allow his creative talent an outlet. The school Counsellor guided the parents about various principles involved in the teaching of life skills and parents were also made aware about the cyber footprints which involved guidance related to threats like cyber bullying.

Promises to keep......Investiture ceremony

Amity bestows upon its students the ability to be the future leaders of the world. Dr. (Mrs.) Amita Chauhan, Chairperson of Amity Group of Schools has always envisioned that Amitians should gain confidence by facing challenges in life. The newly appointed Council Members of Amity International School Sec 46 Gurgaon marched in with heads held high during the Investiture Ceremony, of the new Office Bearers of the School. The Lighting of the lamp ceremony was followed by a very inspiring speech by the school Principal Ms. Arti Chopra. The outgoing Head Boy and Girl bid a sentimental adieu to the school in their respective speeches. The newly appointed Council Members were adorned with sashes and received the flag from the Chief Guest Col. Ahluwalia and the school Principal Ms. Arti Chopra. The new Head Boy, Akashanjan Ayyalamayajula and Head Girl, Sakshi Garg promised a definite change for the better tomorrow with great conviction in their confident speeches. This was followed by the entire council taking oath to discharge their duties with sincerity and fulfill everyone’s expectations. A constitution was released by the eminent guest Col. Ahluwalia and the School Principal, Mrs Arti Chopra. The whole stage lit up with vibrant colors of the different flags and the event reinstated the faith in the caliber and leadership of the future generation.

Upcoming Events

Prize Distribution Ceremony - 28th and 30th April 2014

Reading Mahotsava - 21st April to 3rd May 2014